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Lesson 2Lesson 2Lesson 2Lesson 2    
Character Sketch:Character Sketch:Character Sketch:Character Sketch:    
Although fragments, or incomplete sentences, were once forbidden by most teachers and editors,  
writers today sprinkle the into their work for style, interest, and variety — and to create fluency.  
Skilled writers use them sparingly and purposefully.  The perfect fragment at the perfect point can 
hammer the message home.  But too many fragments used carelessly and for an unclear purpose only 
create confusion. 
Remember, a fragment is different from a complete sentence because it doesn’t contain the two       
essential elements of a complete sentence: a subject and a verb. 
 
What Do I Do:What Do I Do:What Do I Do:What Do I Do:    
1. Find a passage in a book, a magazine, or a newspaper that contains a fragment.   
2. Rewrite that passage, turning the fragment into a complete sentence.  Which version sounds better 

overall?  Why? 
3. Now we’re going to write a character sketch, using fragments and descriptive language.  Below is 

an example: 
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Jackie rolls tough.  He thinks.  Others think.  Old guys see punk thug.  Hat cocked.  Baggies 
hangin’ dangerously low.  Service-station shirt.  Buzz cut.  That’s how he rolls — with 50 Cent on 
a stolen iPod — strutting.  Never giving much, nods slight.  Cold eyes shade lost soul’s windows.  
Dropped out of school the day he turned sixteen.  Wasn’t really there before.  Didn’t reveal 
much.  Oozed through the cracks.  Jackie didn’t read in school because he didn’t learn to.  Tight 
secret.  Sweet diversion.  From what?  From a wasted brain.  No goal.  No path.  No desire.  Ex-
cept to escape.  Slide back on a wood pallet in the greasy stench of a restaurant alley and slip 
into nothing.  No satisfaction.  This time.   

 

4. Look at the list of possible characters below and choose one to write your character sketch, using 
only fragments, on.  Be sure to include physical and emotional qualities of your character, likes and 
dislikes, details about his/her daily struggles and joys…   

 

 A very old man or woman   A newly elected politician    
 An expectant mother or father  A successful business person   
 An overworked airline pilot   An experienced plumber    
 A wildly creative web designer  A professional athlete    
 A frustrated teacher    An always-late pizza delivery person 
 
5. Write a short paragraph about the power of fragments in writing.  Do you think we should write in 

only complete sentences or only fragments?  Why?  Do you feel fragments can add a stylistic    
element to writing?  How?   

6. Take a look at a piece you’ve written and review it to see if fragments can add energy to the piece.   


